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Exam Questions:1.|2018 Latest 2V0-620 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 205Q&As

Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/2v0-620.html2.|2018 Latest 2V0-620 Exam Questions & Answers

Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1PzPK0oczrd2GfksEHOTpexSSOEPdSrSq?usp=sharingQUESTION 139How are

ports scaled on vSphere Standard Switches (vSS)?A.    Ports on a vSS can be dynamically scaled up and down.B.    Ports on a vSS

can only be statically scaled up or down.C.    Ports on a vSS can only be dynamically scaled down.D.    Ports on a vSS can only be

dynamically scaled up.Answer: AQUESTION 140An administrator has configured an alarm to be notified when a virtual machine

meets two conditions:high virtual CPUhigh active memory consumptionThe alarm is malfunctioning and triggering when either

condition is met instead of both.What can be done to correct the issue?A.    Edit the alarm and select Trigger if ALL of the following

conditions are satisfied.B.    Edit the alarm and select Trigger if ANY of the following conditions are satisfied.C.    Create two

separate alarms, one for CPU and one for memory.D.    Delete the existing alarm and create a new event based alarm.Answer: A
QUESTION 141Refer to the Exhibit. A storage administrator is not seeing full utilization of all bandwidth from an ESXi host. The

vSphere administrator observes the adapter details, as shown in the Exhibit. What is the probable cause of this issue?A.    Another

path needs to be used to allow full utilization of the bandwidth.B.    The array is not setup to use the correct multipathing policy.C.   

There are no virtual machines on the host.D.    No traffic is being sent across it because a path failed.Answer: DQUESTION 142

When is it possible to place a VMFS5 datastore in maintenance mode?A.    When it is a member of a Storage DRS clusterB.    When

it is a member of Virtual SAN clusterC.    When it is a member of a multi-extent datastoreD.    When it is a member of a Virtual

VolumeAnswer: AQUESTION 143Which vSphere 6 Enterprise Edition feature will allow an organization to ensure that critical

multi-threaded applications have the maximum possible uptime?A.    Fault ToleranceB.    High AvailabilityC.    Distributed

Resource SchedulerD.    App HAAnswer: AQUESTION 144Why are some virtual machines orphaned after rebooting a High

Availability (HA) enabled host?A.    The Orphaned virtual machines have HA restart disabled.B.    The Orphaned virtual machines

moved recently and the change did not persist.C.    The host is attached to failed storage.D.    The host just came out of maintenance

mode.Answer: AQUESTION 145An administrator creates a DRS cluster of eight ESXi 6.x hosts. There are 10 virtual machines

balanced across the hosts. An attempt to place the first host into maintenance mode fails.What are two reasons that the host failed to

enter maintenance mode? (Choose two.)A.    The DRS cluster Automation Level is set to Partially Automated mode.B.    One of the

virtual machines on the ESXi Host entering maintenance mode is configured with a DRS Host affinity rule Should run on hosts in

group.C.    One of the virtual machines on the ESXi Host entering maintenance mode is configured with a DRS Host affinity rule

Must run on hosts in group.D.    One of the virtual machines on the ESXi Host entering maintenance mode is configured with an

individual Automation Level set to Partially Automated.Answer: ADQUESTION 146An administrator is attempting to migrate a

large Hadoop virtual machine using vMotion. The administrator notices a delay when the machine is quiesced. The Hadoop virtual

machine is processing many transactions a second to an in-memory database.Which two actions would help reduce the amount of

time needed to perform a vMotion on this virtual machine? (Choose two.)A.    Use multiple NICs for the vMotion vmkernel port.B.  

 Use a 10Gbps Network card for the vMotion vmkernel port.C.    Add an additional management network to help transmit the data

quicker.D.    Disable Fault Tolerance before performing the vMotion.Answer: ABQUESTION 147Which statement is true

regarding the licensing of vCenter Server?A.    The license for vCenter Server must be provided at the time of installation.B.   

Changing the license assigned to vCenter Server requires a restart of the vCenter Server service.C.    Virtual machines can still be

powered on if the vCenter Server license expires.D.    Licensing for a single vCenter Server installation is determined by the number

of managed virtual machines.Answer: CQUESTION 148An administrator needs to verify that vMotion operations can be performed

in a vSphere data center.What round trip time (RTT) latency is the maximum value that will allow vMotion operations to

succeed?A.    50ms RTTB.    100ms RTTC.    150ms RTTD.    200ms RTTAnswer: BQUESTION 149What is a valid plug-in status

for a plug-in that has been added to a vSphere client?A.    DisabledB.    UnknownC.    StoppedD.    InstalledAnswer: A
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